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Chapter 3929

Even when Katy Cobb had a strong heart, knowing that her previous family was this relentless toward her was a huge blow.

After chasing Gael Padlow away, Harvey York told Katy to have some rest and stay with Dean Cobb.

He planned to deal with Katy’s affairs himself.

He had the Cobb family’s formula for the Silver Elixir. Katy’s assets were about to be usable once again…

The best course of action would be to register a company for the elixir’s transportation as soon as possible to keep up with the
sales or production for Katy

Harvey believed everything would return to normal as soon as there was business for Katy to do as soon as she had a running
company.

After getting the number of Katy’s secretary, Harvey sent a few texts to arrange a couple of things.

When Harvey was about to head out in the afternoon, his phone suddenly rang.

Harvey picked up the phone soon after. A woman with slightly broken English could be heard speaking from the other side.

“Are you Sir York? I’m the secretary of Ms. Cobb! I have done some of what you asked me to do this morning!

“I also picked out an office building for us to work in. It’ll be enough for all of us!

“It’s just that…”

The secretary hesitated.

“I told you. Ms. Cobb’s business is my own from now on.



“Just tell me if anything is troubling you. There’s no need to hold back.

Harvey was extremely direct.

“Just tell me if there’s not enough money.

“Tell me if someone’s making things harder for you too.”

The secretary did not expect that Harvey would be this dominant. After freezing for a moment, she whispered, “Sir York, while I
was registering for a new company at the Industrial and Commercial Bureau, they said that we can’t list the Cobb family’s
Silver Elixir on it.

“But when I submitted the form online, there was no problem at all!

“The person took out our application without even giving a proper explanation…

“He also said…”

Harvey squinted.

“Said what?”

“He said he might just let it pass if I sleep with him for the night…

The secretary felt helpless when she said those words. She had suffered quite a bit just to do proper business

“He really said that?”

Harvey frowned.

The secretary seemed hesitant.



“I don’t know what he meant exactly. He looked like he was joking, but I don’t think that’s the case…

“He said that if I’m not having a good time, I can also call CEO Cobb here…”

Harvey showed a cold glare after hearing those words.

“Where are you? I’ll come to you right now.

“I’ll handle this.”

Half an hour later, Harvey showed up at the main hall of the Industrial and Commercial Bureau.

As soon as he walked inside, an innocent-looking young woman who seemed like a college student walked over.

“You’re finally here, Sir York,” whispered the young woman.

She was Katy’s secretary. The two had met several times, but Harvey never noticed the woman’s looks.

After getting a closer look, the woman only looked like she was in her twenties, but her figure was already perfectly showing.

In contrast, she also had a pure and young face. Princes and young masters would die to have a woman like her.
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